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Whendeprived of compelling perceptual input, themind is often occupiedwith thoughts unrelated to the imme-
diate environment. Previous behavioral research has shown that this self-generated task-unrelated thought
(TUT), especially under non-demanding conditions, relates to cognitive capacities such as creativity, planning,
and reduced temporal discounting. Despite the frequency and importance of this type of cognition, little is
known about its structural brain basis. Using MRI-based cortical thickness measures in 37 participants, we
were able to show that individuals with a higher tendency to engage in TUT under low-demanding conditions
(but not under high-demanding conditions) show an increased thickness of medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)
and anterior/midcingulate cortex. Thickness of these regions also related to less temporal discounting (TD) of
monetary rewards in an economic task, indicative of more patient decision-making. The findings of a shared
structural substrate inmPFC and anterior/midcingulate cortex underlying both TUT and TD suggest an important
role of these brain regions in supporting the self-generation of information that is unrelated to the immediate en-
vironment and which may be adaptive in nature.

© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Despite continually receiving perceptual input, themind spends sig-
nificant amounts of time generating cognition without a basis in imme-
diate sensory information. Such self-generated thought can derail
performance in high-demanding tasks (McVay and Kane, 2011) and
is a correlate of unhappiness (Killingsworth and Gilbert, 2010;
Smallwood et al., 2009a). The capacity to self-generate thoughtwithout
recourse to immediate perceptual input can, however, be adaptive. By
allowing the individual to focus on information represented inmemory,
the capacity to self-generate thought can help people make progress on
personally relevant goals in a patient and creative manner (Schacter
et al., 2012; Smallwood and Andrews-Hanna, 2013).

One method of investigating self-generated thought is to examine
individuals' tendencies to engage in thoughts irrelevant to a task being
performed, a phenomenon known as task-unrelated thought (TUT). Im-
portantly, the role of TUT can be readily studied in relationship to the
difficulty of the ongoing task. As it is hypothesized to depend on the
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production of mental content unrelated to perception andmaintenance
of this information in attention, the occurrence of TUT is generally re-
duced during tasks whose performance depends heavily on continuous
attention to external input [for a review, see (Smallwood, 2013)].

Although there are well documented negative consequence of
TUT during perceptually challenging tasks, its occurrence under non-
demanding conditions is often linked to more beneficial psychological
outcomes [for a review, see (Smallwood and Andrews-Hanna, 2013)].
It has been suggested that TUT, especially under low-demanding situa-
tions, can help an individual to devote cognitive resources away from
present constraints and to consider temporally distant goals (Schooler
et al., 2011). Consistent with this hypothesis, it has been shown that in-
dividuals who generate TUT under low-demanding circumstances may
consolidate self-relevant information more effectively (Smallwood
et al., 2011b) and may generate more creative solutions to problems
(Baird et al., 2012). Recently, we found that individuals who display
more TUT during low demanding situations may engage in less tempo-
ral discounting (TD) during economic decision-making tasks
(Smallwood et al., 2012b), an indicator of more patient economic deci-
sionmaking (Kable andGlimcher, 2007;Meier and Sprenger, 2012). It is
possible that this link between TUT and TD relates to our general ability
to decouple from the present input and to engage in self-generated
thought (Frith and Frith, 1999, 2003; Mitchell, 2009; Schacter et al.,
2008; Smallwood et al., 2012b).
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Previous functional MRI studies have identified that mental processes
that require a form of decoupling from perceptual input, such as TUT
(Christoff et al., 2009; Mason et al., 2007), but also mentalizing (Amodio
and Frith, 2006; Frith and Frith, 1999, 2003;Mitchell, 2009), future think-
ing (Addis et al., 2007; Buckner and Carroll, 2007; Schacter et al., 2012),
meta-cognition (Baird et al., 2013), or autobiographical recall (Hassabis
and Maguire, 2007; Huijbers et al., 2011) relate to processes occurring
in medial prefrontal cortex, mPFC. Several previous functional studies
on TD have also shown that more patient decision-making relates to ac-
tivity inmPFC (Kable andGlimcher, 2007). Yet,while these functional im-
aging studies have provided insights into the functional neural substrates
involved in self-generated thought, very little is known about the struc-
tural basis of inter-individual differences in these capacities.

Recent advances in MRI-based post-processing techniques have
allowed the study of structural substrates underlying individual differ-
ences in cognitive abilities. In particular, MRI-based cortical thickness
measurements have been established as a direct and biologically mean-
ingful marker to quantify continuous structural variations with respect
to the anatomy of the folded cortical surface (Dale et al., 1999; Kim
et al., 2005; MacDonald et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2004). Advanced
image processingmethods enable automatic and reliable measurement
of cortical thickness by calculating the distance between the graymatter
and white matter surfaces across the entire cortical mantle. While the
exact functional substrates of cortical thickness variations remain to
be investigated, previous studies have demonstrated links with general
intelligence (Colom et al., 2013; Karama et al., 2011), behavioral and
trait markers of impulsivity (Schilling et al., 2013; Steinbeis et al.,
2012) and strategic behavior (Steinbeis et al., 2012). Building on this
work, the current work assessed structural markers of two types of
decoupled cognitive processes (TUT and reduced delay discounting) to
provide insight into the biological basis of this common, and important,
element of human cognition.

We applied MRI-based cortical thickness measures to investigate
structural brain substrates that underlie individual differences in two
different elements of self-generated thought. We were interested in
the study of correlates of TUT, particularly under low demand condi-
tions, and TD as ameasure of considering future rewards in thepresence
of immediate economic incentives. In 37 healthy participants, we exam-
ined TUTduring a high-demandingworkingmemory task (TUTWM) and
during a low-demanding choice reaction time task (TUTCRT). Based on
prior research (Smallwood et al., 2009b, 2011a, 2012b), we expected
higher TUTCRT than TUTWM. Moreover, given functional MRI findings
suggesting a domain-general role of mPFC in self-generated thought
processes decoupled from perception, such as TUT and TD (Amodio
and Frith, 2006; Christoff et al., 2009; Frith and Frith, 1999; Huijbers
et al., 2011; Mason et al., 2007; Mitchell, 2009; Schacter et al., 2008),
we expected to find shared structural substrates of TUTCRT and TD pri-
marily in these areas.

Material and methods

Participants

We studied 37 healthy volunteers (18 females, aged between 21 and
38 years,mean ± SD age = 27.0 ± 3.8 years, 36 right-handed, one am-
bidextrous; with 10–13 years of high-school education completed).
None of the participants participated in our previous behavioral study
(Smallwood et al., 2012b). Participants were German native speakers,
free of psychiatric or neurological history, and had normal or corrected-
to-normal vision. Written and informed consent was obtained from all
participants, and the local ethics committee approved our study.

Behavioral session

The behavioral session lasted approximately 2 h. Tasks were
counterbalanced across subjects. Participants were allowed in taking
short breaks between the blocks if desired. One block included two
tasks in which we measured TUT; another block consisted of temporal
discounting (TD) measurements. A number of other tasks were mea-
sured during the third block and will be described elsewhere. Partici-
pants gave written and informed consent before the beginning of the
experiment and were remunerated at least 16 € for their participation
(8 € per hour of participation plus an additional reward depending on
their performance during the TD task). E-prime 2 was used for stimulus
presentation (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Sharpsburg, PA).

Task-unrelated thought (TUT)
Tomeasure TUT, participants performed two tasks (a choice reaction

time task, CRT; and a 1-back working-memory task, WM). Each task
lasted approximately 7 min and participants could take a short break
between them if desired. Both CRT andWM task were counterbalanced
across participants. During the CRT (low-demand condition), partici-
pants observed a sequence of black digits on a computer screen while
waiting for a target (a colored digit) to appear, at which point they
had to indicate the parity of this target (odd or even) with a button
press. In the WM (high-demand condition), participants were exposed
to the same sequence of black digits, and were intermittently probed
with a colored question mark (‘?’). When the question mark was pre-
sented, participants had to indicate the parity of the previous digit.
Because the occurrence of the colored questionmark is randomly deter-
mined, this task requires participants to encode and retain in memory
the parity of each non-colored number. This task, therefore, requires
continuous attention to external information.

In both tasks, black digits were presented for 1000 ms and colored
stimuli were presented for 2000 ms against white background. Stimuli
were separated by a fixation cross of random duration (2200, 2800,
3200 or 4400 ms). Targets (or question marks) and non-targets were
presented with a ratio of approximately 1/6.

Participants were told that they would be asked to report the con-
tents of their thoughts during the experiment. During both the CRT
andWM, TUTwas recorded using thought probe sampling (mean ± SE
number of probes: CRT = 7.10 ± 0.2; WM = 7.07 ± 0.2). Intermit-
tently throughout the tasks, participants were asked to report whether
their thoughts were related or unrelated to the task using a Likert scale
(1 to 9), with a greater score indicating more off-task focus. For an ex-
ample of this method, see our previously published behavioral analysis
(Smallwood et al., 2012b).

Although it is possible that experience sampling as performed in the
current work may lead to higher reports of off-task thinking, studies
using retrospective measures recorded at the end of the session con-
firmed that greater off-task thought occurs in the CRT than in the WM
task (Baird et al., 2012).

Temporal discounting (TD)
As in our previous behavioral experiment (Smallwood et al., 2012b),

participants performed a TD task. The TD task lasted approximately
10 min and trial presentation was subject-paced. On each trial, partici-
pants had to make a choice between two options: a smaller immediate
reward and a larger later reward. Immediate and later optionswere pre-
sented left or right from a central fixation cross, in a counterbalanced
order to avoid repetitive behavior.

The immediate reward was fixed at 10 €. The amount of the later re-
ward and the delay at which it could be received varied across trials.
Seven different delay periods (ranging from 1 to 180 days) and seven
amounts of money (ranging from 12 to 50 €) were used, leading to 49
different trial types. Following the paradigm of Kable and Glimcher
(2007), each trial type was presented four times, yielding 196 trials in
total. Each trial was separated by a fixation cross (1000 ms) and trial
order was randomized. In this paradigm, TD is operationalized as a re-
duced preference for future rewards, especially at longer delay periods.

In addition to receiving 16 € for their overall participation, subjects
received an additional remuneration depending on the choices made
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during the TD task. This manipulation was applied so that decisions
made during the task were not only hypothetical but also could lead
to a real gain (Kable and Glimcher, 2007). Prior to starting the task, par-
ticipants were informed that one trial from the TD task would be ran-
domly selected and that they would receive 20% of the amount that
they had chosen on that trial, at the indicated time point. In reality, all
participants received the additional remuneration at the end of the ex-
periment, regardless of the specified delay, to ease the payment process.
During debriefing, no participant indicated that they expected this was
the case;moreover, subject-scheduling orderwas uncorrelatedwith the
overall discounting rate (r = −0.06, p N 0.6).

Structural MRI

MRI acquisition
MRI data were acquired on a 3T Siemens Verio scanner (Siemens

Medical Systems, Erlangen), approximately twomonths prior to the be-
havioral experiment. Structural images were acquired using a MPRAGE
T1-weighted sequence (TR = 2300 ms; TE = 2.98 ms; TI = 900; flip
angle = 9°; 176 sagittal slices; matrix size = 240 × 256; FOV =
240 × 256 mm; slice thickness = 1 mm; ipat = 2), yielding a final
voxel size of 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 mm.

Cortical thickness measurements
FreeSurfer (5.1.0; http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) was used to

generate models of the cortical surface and to model cortical thickness
from the T1-weighted images. Previous work has validated FreeSurfer
by comparing it with histological analysis (Rosas et al., 2002) and man-
ual measurements (Kuperberg et al., 2003). The processing steps have
been described in detail elsewhere (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl et al.,
1999; Han et al., 2006). In brief, MRI data first underwent a series of pre-
processing steps that involved intensity normalization, removal of non-
brain tissue, tissue classification, and surface extraction. Following sur-
face extraction, sulcal and gyral features across individual subjects
were aligned by morphing each subject's brain to an average spherical
representation, fsaverage that allows for accurate matching of cortical
thickness measurement locations among participants, while minimiz-
ing metric distortion. The entire cortex in each subject was visually
inspected and segmentation inaccuracies were manually corrected.
Cortical thickness was calculated as the closest distance from the gray/
white boundary to the gray/CSF boundary at each vertex on the tessel-
lated surface. For whole-brain analysis, thickness data were smoothed
on the tessellated surfaces using a 20 mm full-with-at-half-maximum
Gaussian kernel prior to statistical analysis. Selecting a surface-based
kernel reduces measurement noise but preserves the capacity for ana-
tomical localization, as it respects cortical topological features (Lerch
and Evans, 2005).

Statistical analysis

Behavioral analysis
Task-unrelated thought (TUT) was defined as the average number

of probes that got a score of four or more on the thought probes
(Smallwood et al., 2012b). We compared TUT during the CRT condition
(TUTCRT) to TUT during theWMcondition (TUTWM) using paired t-tests.

The participants' preference for future rewards during the TD task
was defined as the likelihood of choosing the future reward. Data
were analyzed using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), with 7 levels each
reflecting different delay periods. To also assess the relationship be-
tween TD and TUT, participants' reports of TUTCRT and TUTWM were
both included as continuous between-participant covariates.

Structural MRI analysis
Cortical thickness data were analyzed using the SurfStat toolbox

for Matlab [http://www.math.mcgill.ca/keith/surfstat, (Worsley et al.,
2009)]. We used linear regression models to assess effects of TUTCRT,
TUTWM, and TD on cortical thickness at each vertex. As in previous
work (Bernhardt et al., 2010, in press-a,b; Steinbeis et al., 2012), find-
ings from our surface-based analysis were controlled for multiple com-
parison using random field theory for non-isotropic images (Worsley
et al., 1999). This controlled the chance of reporting a family-wise
error (FWE) to p b 0.05.

Results

Behavioral findings

a) TUT. In line with previous findings (Baird et al., 2011; Smallwood
et al., 2012b), participants reported higher frequency of TUT in the
thought probes for the CRT than for the WM task (paired t-test,
t = 3.45, p b 0.001, Fig. 1A). The findings are indicative of a lower
focus on the task in hand in the CRT (mean ± SE = 0.68 ± 0.04;
range = 0–1) than in the WM task (mean ± SE = 0.50 ± 0.05;
range = 0–1).

b) TUT and TD. ANOVAs of TD data with TUTCRT and TUTWM as contin-
uous between-participant covariates yielded an effect of delay on
preference (F = 16.88, p b 0.001, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected,
see Fig. 1B), indicating a decline in preference for a future reward
with increasing delay. In addition, a TUTCRT x delay interaction
(F = 3.73, p b 0.05, Greenhouse–Geisser corrected) indicated that
increasing reports of TUTCRT were associated with differences in
the likelihood of choosing the distant option at the distant time
frames. To further understand the relation between TUTCRT and TD,
we applied principal components analysis (PCA) to the TD data,
and extracted two orthogonal components, which together ex-
plained 90% of variance (Fig. 1C). While the score of the first compo-
nent remained relatively constant over different delays (suggesting
that it may closely relate to the overall mean choice), scores of the
second component captured the main decline effect with longer pe-
riods. Likewise, the second, but not the first component, negatively
correlated with TUTCRT (r = −0.38, p b 0.05, Figs. 1D and E).
These findings indicate that a participants' likelihood for the self-
generation of TUT under non-demanding conditions was associated
with a less steep decline in economic rewards at longer intervals.
This relation held true when controlling for additive effects of
TUTWM in the same statistical model (r = −0.47, p b 0.005). Im-
portantly, no component correlated with TUTWM (all r b 0.1,
p N 0.5). These data replicate previous findings showing that sub-
jects with higher reports of TUTCRT have a smaller decline in prefer-
ence for distant future rewards than subjects with lower reports of
TUTCRT (Smallwood et al., 2012b).

To further understand the specific effects, we conducted a linear re-
gression between TUTCRT and the likelihood of selecting a distant re-
ward, controlling for effects of TUTWM. This yielded a model that was a
significant [F = 3.76, p b 0.005], indicating that TUTCRT is associated
with choosing the distant option.

Following previous work (Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Smallwood
et al., 2012b), the current study calculated the k-parameter that de-
scribes the hyperbolic decline of the preference for the future reward
for each individual. For a given individual, we calculated for each com-
bination of a delay D (ranging from1 to 180 days, in 7 levels) and future
rewardmagnitudeM (ranging from 12 to 50 Euros, in 7 levels) the sub-
jective value S, which was defined as the overall likelihood of selecting
the future reward over the smaller but immediate 10 Euro reward
across the four identical trials in a givenD–Mcombination. Next, we cal-
culated k using the formula S = 1 / (1 + kD). Fitting of kwas then car-
ried out across all S associated to each of 7 delays. In our sample,
however, we did not find a noteworthy relationship between the k pa-
rameter of discounting as an alternative measure of exponential decay
and TUTCRT (r b 0.15,p N 0.4). This may have been because k in our
sample had a more skewed and spiky distribution (skew = 2.71;

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu)
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Fig. 1. Task-unrelated thought during low-demanding choice reaction time task (TUTCRT) and high-demanding working memory (TUTWM) task and relationship to temporal discounting
(TD). A) Proportions of TUTCRT and TUTWM reported in the current study. Gray lines interconnect measurements from individual subjects. Mean and SD of the proportions of TUT are also
indicated. B) RawTDdata indicating thedecay of preference for a future reward across increasing delays (from1 to 180 days) to obtain the reward. C) The results of a principal components
analysis (PCA) decomposing the TD data into two components that collectively explained 90% of variance. D) Scatter plot indicating the lack of a correlation between the 1st Principal
Component and the occurrence of TUTCRT. E) Scatter plot indicating the significant relationship between the 2nd Principal Component and the occurrence of TUTCRT.
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kurtosis = 6.80) compared to the PCA component described above
(skew = −0.62; kurtosis = 0.67). However, the data do indicate that
TUT in low demanding tasks are indicative of less, rather than more,
inter temporal discounting demonstrating that the propensity to gener-
ate thoughts is related to making more patient long terms choices.

Structural MRI findings

a) Cortical thickness substrates of individual differences in TUT. Sub-
jectswith higher reports of TUTCRT showed greater cortical thickness
in two clusters: a medial cluster encompassed mPFC together with
anterior/midcingulate regions and a lateral cluster extending from
the inferior and middle frontal regions anteriorly along the opercu-
lum to supramarginal regions posteriorly (FWE b 0.05, Fig. 2A).
Please note that, after correction for multiple comparisons, findings
in medial regions were only significant in the left hemisphere,
while similar findings in the right hemisphere did not surpass the
stringent threshold set by random field theory. We did not observe
any cortical thickness correlates for TUTWM (Fig. 2B). Importantly,
effects for TUTCRT remained robust in the left medial, but not in the
lateral prefrontal regions after correction for effects of TUTWM in
the same statistical model. In addition, this model controlling for in-
dividual differences in TUTWM revealed mPFC and anterior/
midcingulate effects in the right hemisphere as well (Fig. 2C).
These findings indicate that, after controlling for TUTWM, individuals
with frequent TUT during the CRT have increased cortical thickness
in these anteromedial brain regions relative to those with little
TUT during this task. Individuals who tended to titrate their atten-
tion to TUT under non-demanding conditions, thus, had greater
thickness of mPFC and anterior/midcingulate cortex.

In a separate analysis, we did not observe any significant interac-
tion between gender and TUTCRT on cortical thickness, indicating
that our effects were consistent across both males and females.

b) Shared substrates of TUT and TD. Onemajor goal of the present study
was to identify shared structural substrates between the capacity to
self-generate thought in non-demanding circumstances (i.e., TUTCRT)
and the ability to make long-term economic decisions (i.e., reduced
TD). To this end, we performed three complimentary analyses.



Fig. 2. Cortical structural substrates of individual differences in task-unrelated thought (TUT). A) Higher TUTCRT related to increased cortical thickness in medial prefrontal and lateral
prefrontal-opercular cortices. B) TUTWMdid not shownoteworthy cortical thickness correlations. C) Conversely, TUTCRT, controlled for effects of TUTWM, related to increased cortical thickness
in bilateral mPFC and anterior/midcingulate cortices. To correct for multiple comparisons, significances have been thresholded at p b 0.05, FWE using random field theory for non-isotropic
images (cluster threshold t N 2.37, extent threshold = 1.75 resels, black outlines). To illustrate trends, findings at p b 0.01, uncorrected (no black outlines, semi-transparent) are also shown.
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First, we ran an exploratory overlap analysis between effects of TD,
and TUTCRT controlled for TUTWM across the entire cortical surface
(each at p b 0.01 uncorrected). This analysis yielded, among other re-
gions, overlaps in bilateral mPFC (Fig. 3A). Second, a shared effect of
TUTCRT and TD in mPFC was also shown using an independently deter-
mined region-of-interest [Talairach space x/y/z = −3/38/13, convert-
ed to MNI coordinates using publically available tools (Lancaster et al.,
2007)] based on a seminal functional MRI study on TD (Kable and
Glimcher, 2007). On the surface, this region was constructed by taking
all surface points that were affected by a FWMH = 3 mm surface-
based diffusion smoothing applied to the surface-point closest to the
coordinates reported by Kable and Glimcher (2007). Thickness of this re-
gion was correlated with both TD (left t = 2.03, p b 0.05, right t = 1.97,
p = 0.057, see Fig. 3B) and TUTCRT controlled for TUTWM (left: t = 2.61,
p b 0.02; right: t = 2.47, p b 0.02). Third, additional region-of-interest
analysis, with regions based on the independently determined and signif-
icant clusters of TUTCRT findings (controlled for TUTWM; see Fig. 2C), indi-
cated that overall increased thickness in bilateral mPFC and anterior/
midcingulate cortices related to individuals' tendencies for less
discounting of future rewards during the TD task (left t = 1.99,
p b 0.027; right t = 2.21, p b 0.017; Fig. 3C). Collectively, these findings
suggested that reductions in temporal discounting related to thicker cor-
tices in thosemedial regionswhose thickness also correlatedwith TUTCRT.

Discussion

Using MRI-based cortical thickness analysis, the current study
sought to identify the structural brain substrates underlying individual
differences in the capacity to decouple from the here and now and to
engage in self-generated thought, as exemplified by TUT. We were par-
ticularly interested in mapping substrates of TUT that arise in contexts
of relatively low demands on cognitive resources and used a paradigm
that allows us to moderate the amount of TUT that participants engage
in. In our study, as withmany other examples using the same paradigm
(Smallwood et al., 2009b, 2011a, 2012b), TUT occurredmore frequently
during the CRT than in theWM task. Similar results have been observed
when investigating the same experience in daily life (Kane et al., 2007),
with subjects engaging in more self-generated thought during less de-
manding situations. Moreover, evidence of a correlation between TUT
inside and outside the laboratory (McVay et al., 2009) suggests that it
is likely we have captured the tendency to engage in self-generated
thought in a context approximating mind-wandering in daily life. We
found that self-generated thought processes under low-demanding
conditions are associated with individual differences in cortical thick-
ness of mPFC and anterior/midcingulate cortex. These differences in
brain structure were also linked to the ability to delay gratification
whenmakingmonetary decisions.We observed that thickness of a sub-
region of the anteromedial cluster of significant TUTCRT findings was in-
creased in participantswhodisplayedmore patient delay discounting in
an economic paradigm, a result that indicates a biological basis for the
behavioral correlation we found in this and prior studies (Smallwood
et al., 2012b). Our results, therefore, provide novel evidence that struc-
tural variations in mPFC and anterior/midcingulate cortex relate to
shared individual differences in a capacity to self-generate thoughts
decoupled from perceptual input, a process that is thought to be impor-
tant in allowing individuals to make the predictions necessary to

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Three separate lines of evidence were suggestive of a shared brain substrate of individual differences in temporal discounting (TD) and task-unrelated thought under low demand
conditions (TUTCRT). A) Overlap analysis: effects of TD (blue) intersectedwith effects of TUTCRT, controlling for TUTWM (see Fig. 2C), in several regions (white) among them bilateralmPFC.
Both maps were thresholded at p b 0.01 uncorrected, prior to forming the overlap. B) Region-of-interest analysis: effects of TD and TUTCRT, controlling for TUTWM in an independently
determined region-of-interest, based on previously published coordinates (Kable and Glimcher, 2007). C) Region-of-interest analysis: effects of TD on mean thickness in clusters of sig-
nificant TUTCRT effects (see Fig. 2C).
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navigate the complex social environment in which they exist (Amodio
and Frith, 2006; Frith and Frith, 1999; Mitchell, 2009; Schacter et al.,
2012).

Our structural MRI findings extend previous functional MRI work,
which has shown that mPFC and anterior/midcingulate cortex are in-
volved in self-generated TUT (Christoff et al., 2009; Stawarczyk et al.,
2011) and in processes by which individuals overcome the tendency
to discount a temporally distant reward (Benoit et al., 2011; Kable and
Glimcher, 2007). This shared association is consistent with recent com-
ponent process accounts of both of these phenomena (Amodio and
Frith, 2006; Frith and Frith, 1999, 2003; Mitchell, 2009; Peters and
Buchel, 2011; Schacter et al., 2012; Smallwood et al., 2012a), which
suggest that TUT and TD share a common dependency on controlled
processing of information simulated from memory. This capacity could
allow individuals to decouple attention from the here and now and to
engage in deliberative processes on information that is not available in
the immediate external environment.

The mPFC and also anterior parts of the cingulate cortex have been
shown to be involved in a variety of self-generated mental states, in-
cluding autobiographical memory, mentalizing, and future planning
(Amodio and Frith, 2006; Frith and Frith, 1999; Mitchell, 2009;
Schacter et al., 2012). A recent study by Benoit and colleagues reported
a diminished tendency to discount future rewards in participants who
had simulated their future consumption. Using functional MRI, they

image of Fig.�3
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demonstrated that mPFC activation correlated with the magnitude of
simulated future rewards, which in turn accounted for a significant pro-
portion of the effect of simulation on discounting (Benoit et al., 2011).
On the one hand, we suspect that this brain region may be common to
both TUT and reduced TD because it is important in the evaluation of in-
formation from memory. Anatomically, these anteromedial regions
would be well-positioned for this role, given their dense connectivity
with medial temporal memory systems, such as the hippocampus and
parahippocampal gyrus (Margulies et al., 2007; Petrides and Pandya,
2007; Powell et al., 2004; Squire et al., 2004). On the other hand,
mPFC and anterior/midcingulate cortex are also key regions in
domain-general conflict monitoring and control processes (Botvinick
et al., 1999, 2004; Pardo et al., 1990; Paus, 2001; Petrides and Pandya,
2007; Shackman et al., 2011). Such control may help to suppress habit-
ual responses to external stimuli and facilitate the process of perceptual
decoupling by insulating conscious memory-driven processing from
ongoing external input (Burgess et al., 2007; Gilbert et al., 2006;
Smallwood and Andrews-Hanna, 2013; Smallwood et al., 2012a).
Under conditions when attention is directed to an external goal in
order to perform an action, processes in cingulate cortex could help
focus attention on perceptual input and hence limit disruptions to ex-
ternal task performance that can occur due to self-generated thought.
This could account for the association between thickness in these re-
gions and elevations in self-generated TUT that occur in the easy but
not more demanding task.

Altogether, the current structural MRI findings add to an emerging
body of evidence that a broad class of cognition depends upon the coop-
eration between control andmemory process that allows humans tode-
vote conscious attention to be devoted to thoughts and feelings
generated from memory (Peters and Buchel, 2011; Schacter et al.,
2012; Smallwood et al., 2012a). Consistent with this emerging picture,
mPFC and anterior/midcingulate regions have been shown to be co-
activated under conditions that share similar features such as when so-
cial information is maintained over a delay (Meyer et al., 2012), when
making autobiographical plans (Spreng and Schacter, 2011; Spreng
et al., 2010), or when individuals generate a creative solution to a prob-
lem (Ellamil et al., 2012).

While providing correlative evidence for a structural substrate for
individual differences in the self-generation of thought, the causality
underlying this biological link is unclear. Variations in brain structure
in healthy individuals have been shown to be driven by genetic factors
(Lenroot et al., 2009; Schmitt et al., 2009), developmental processes
(Raznahan et al., 2011; Shaw et al., 2006; Steinbeis et al., 2012), and
experience-dependent plasticity (Draganski et al., 2006; Engvig et al.,
2010); also, there are likely to be several phenotypic characteristics
that can account for an individuals' capacity to self-generate thought
under non-demanding conditions. For example, people with better cog-
nitive control abilities, as assessed byworkingmemory capacity, tend to
engage in TUT under non-demanding conditions (Levinson et al., 2012).
This may reflect the important role that control processes play in coor-
dinating self-generated thought, especially when an external task lacks
compelling demands (Smallwood and Schooler, 2006; Smallwood et al.,
2012a). In this light it is important to note that individual who reported
greater TUT in the CRT had greater cortical thickness in a left lateral re-
gion of prefrontal cortex that is often associated with the control of in-
formation in memory and working memory (Owen et al., 1998; Stern
et al., 2000). As overcoming the temptations of an immediate reward
depends on neural regions associated with control, as well as those
linked to simulation (Schacter et al., 2012), it seems plausible that indi-
vidual variation in greater cognitive control may mediate the linkage
between TUT under nondemanding conditions and reduced temporal
discounting.

Finally, several studies have shown that experience-dependent pro-
cesses can also change cortical structure (Draganski et al., 2006; Engvig
et al., 2010). In the case of self-generated thought, such plastic changes
could occur because of an individual's habitual tendency to engage in
task unrelated thought under conditions when the external environ-
ment fails to provide sufficiently compelling environmental input. Irre-
spective of the cause underlying structural differences, our data suggest
that the processes by which self-generated information is prioritized
may have its roots in the structure of mPFC and anterior/midcingulate
regions. Future studies examining longitudinal changes in the propensi-
ty to self-generate TUT, as well as an exploration of their genetic basis,
will be important in identifying the precise mechanism that explains
the role of these regions in this important form of human cognition.
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